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appointed to arrange for the conduct of an inquiry into the Punjab
occurrences, to take all necessary proceedings in India or England
in relation thereto and to collect funds for the purpose. A cable was
sent to the Premier, the Secretary of State for India and Lord Sinha,
asking for the suspension of the execution of all sentences passed
under martial law, pending the proposed inquiry.
Gandhi felt that he would better serve  "the  country  and the
Government and those Punjabi leaders55 by the suspension of civil
resistance. He announced on July 21 : "The Government of India has
given me, through His Excellency the Governor of Bombay, a grave
warning that the resumption of civil disobedience is likely to be
attended with serious consequences to public security. This warning
has been reinforced by His Excellency the Governor himself at the
interviews to which I was summoned. In response to these warnings
and to the urgent desire publicly expressed   by Dewan Bahadur
Govind Raghava Aiyar,  Sir Narayan Chandavarkar and several
editors, I have, after deep consideration, decided not to resume civil
resistance for the time being. I may add that several prominent
friends belonging to what is called the Extremist Party have given
me the same advice on the sole ground of their fear of a recrudes-
cence of violence on the part of those who might not have understood
the doctrine of civil resistance. When, in common with most other
satyagrahis, I came to the conclusion that the time was ripe for the
resumption of civil resistance as part of satyagraha I sent a respectful
letter to H. E. the Viceroy, advising him of my intention so to do and
urging that the Rowlatt legislation should be withdrawn, that an
early declaration be made as to the appointment of a strong and
impartial committee to investigate the Punjab disturbances, with
power to revise the sentences passed. I have been assured that the
committee of inquiry such as I have urged for is in the process of
being appointed. With these indications of goodwill, it would be un-
wise on my part not to listen to the warning given by the Govern-
ment. Indeed, my acceptance of the Government's advice is a further
demonstration of the nature of civil resistance. A civil resister never
seeks to embarrass the Government.3*
But he added: "If my occasional resistance be a lighted match, the
Rowlatt legislation and the persistence in retaining it on the statute
book is a thousand matches scattered throughout Ind^a. The only way
to avoid civil resistance altogether is to withdraw th&ijegislation."

